Abstract. The notions of a soft general algebra and a soft subalgebra are introduced and studied. The operations on them such as a restricted intersection, an extended intersection, a restricted union, a^-intersection, a _-union and a cartesian product are established.
Introduction
Many of our real life problems in economics, engineering, environment, social and medical science, etc. involve uncertainties. As mathematical tools for dealing with uncerainties are considered probability, fuzzy sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, vague sets, interval mathematics and rough sets. However, all of these theories have their inherent difficulties as pointed out by Molodtsov in [13] . To avoid these difficulties, he proposed in [13] completely new concept of a soft set. In soft set theory, the problem of setting the membership function simply does not arise. This makes the theory easy to apply in practice. Some of applications of soft set theory in different fields are demonstrated by Molodtsov in [13] . Recently, the properties and applications of soft set theory have been studied increasingly (for example, see [3] , [4] , [7] and [15] ).
There are many papers on applications of soft set theory in several different types of algebras, such as semigroups [9] , groups [2] , semirings [6] , rings ( [1] , [5] ), BCK/BCI-algebras [8] , BCH-algebras [11] , lattices [14] , and Hilbert algebras [10] . However, many of the results can be generalized on general algebras, what is the purpose of this paper. We introduce the concept of soft general algebra and discuss and study some of their properties and structural characteristics. We also investigate relations between soft general algebras and soft subalgebras. The notions of restricted intersection, extended Proofs of some theorems given here are similar to those presented in earlier papers on soft algebras (e.g. on soft rings, soft lattices, etc.) and therefore will be omitted (then we refer to references).
Preliminaries
Molodtsov defined the notion of a soft set in the following way. Let U be an initial universe set and E a set of parameters. The power set of U is denoted by PpU q and A is a subset of E. A pair pF, Aq is called a soft set over U , where F is a mapping F : A Ñ PpU q. In other words, a soft set over U is a parametrized family of subsets of the universe U . For x P A, F pxq may be considered as the set of x-approximate elements of the soft set pF, Aq. Clearly, a soft set is not a set. Now we give some properties and define some operations of soft sets (for these see also [3] , [5] , [6] , [11] , [12] and [13] ).
Definition 2.1. Let pF, Aq and pG, Bq be two soft sets over a common universe U . Then pF, Aq is called a soft subset of pG, Bq, denoted by pF, Aq r Ď pG, Bq, if A Ď B and F pxq Ď Gpxq for all x P A.
Definition 2.2. The extended intersection of a nonempty family of soft sets tpF t , A t q : t P T u over a common universe U , denoted by " X tPT pF t , A t q, is the soft set pG, Bq such that B " Ť tPT A t and for every x P B, Gpxq " Ş tPT pxq F t pxq, where T pxq " tt P T : x P A t u. Definition 2.3. The restricted intersection of a nonempty family of soft sets tpF t , A t q : t P T u over a common universe U such that
[ tPT pF t , A t q, is the soft set pG, Bq, where B " Ş tPT A t and Gpxq " Ş tPT F t pxq for all x P B. Definition 2.4. The restricted union of a nonempty family of soft sets tpF t , A t q : t P T u over a common universe U such that Ş tPT A t ‰ ∅, denoted by " \ tPT pF t , A t q, is the soft set pG, Bq, where B " Ş tPT A t and Gpxq " Ť tPT F t pxq for all x P B. Definition 2.5. The^-intersection of a nonempty family of soft sets tpF t , A t q : t P T u over a common universe U , denoted by " tPT pF t , A t q, is the soft set pG, Bq, where B " ś tPT A t and Gpxq "
Definition 2.6. The _-union of a nonempty family of soft sets tpF t , A t q : t P T u over a common universe U , denoted by " _ tPT pF t , A t q, is the soft set pG, Bq, where B " ś tPT A t and Gpxq "
Definition 2.7. Let T ‰ ∅ and pF t , A t q be a soft set over U t for all t P T . The car tesian product of the family tpF t , A t q : t P T u over ś tPT U t , denoted by " ś tPT pF t , A t q, is the soft set pG, Bq, where B " ś tPT A t and Gpxq " ś tPT F t px t q for all x " px t q tPT P B.
Soft general algebras
In this section, X always means a general algebra. We define SubX " tS Ď X : S " ∅ or S is a subalgebra of Xu.
Definition 3.1. Let pF, Aq be a soft set over X. We say that pF, Aq is a soft general algebra over X if it satisfies:
that is, F pxq P SubX for all x P A.
Remark. For a general algebra X and a nonempty set A, a set-valued function F : A Ñ PpXq can be defined by F pxq " ty P X : px, yq P Ru for x P A, where R is an arbitrary binary relation between elements of A and elements of X, that is, R is a subset of AˆX. The pair pF, Aq is then a soft set over X. Thus appropriate choices of the relation R produces many examples of soft sets over X.
Example 3.2.
[2] Consider the group pZ,`q. Let pF, Aq be a soft set over Z, where A " Z and F : A Ñ PpZq is a set-valued function defined by
for all x P A. Thus F pxq " ty P Z : px, yq P Ru, where R " tpx, yq P AˆZ : y " kx for some k P Zu. It is clear that F pxq is a subgroup of Zfor all x P A. Therefore, pF, Aq is a soft group over Z.
, e, f, 1u be a lattice with the following Hasse diagram:
for all x P A. Then F paq " tf, 1u, F pbq " te, 1u and F pdq " tc, e, f, 1u are sublattices of L. Hence pF, Aq is a soft lattice over L.
Theorem 3.4. Let tpF t , A t q : t P T u be a nonempty family of soft general algebras over X. Then:
(1) the extended intersection " X tPT pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over X;
[ tPT pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over X; (3) the^-intersection " tPT pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over X. Proof. It is well-known that the intersection of any number of subalgebras of an algebra is either a subalgebra or the empty set. Therefore, (1), (2) and (3) are results of Definition 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5, respectively. Theorem 3.5. Let tpF t , A t q : t P T u be a nonempty family of soft general algebras over X such that B :" Ş tPT A t ‰ ∅. Suppose that for every x P B, the collection S x " tF t pxq : t P T u is directed (that is, for all R, S P S x there is W P S x such that R Ď W and S Ď W ). Then the restricted union " \ tPT pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over X. Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.7 in [11] .
Theorem 3.6. Let tpF t , A t q : t P T u be a nonempty family of soft general algebras over X. If for every x " px t q tPT P ś tPT A t , the collection S x " tF t px t q : t P T u is directed, then the _-union " _ tPT pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over X.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.16 in [5] .
Theorem 3.7. Let T ‰ ∅ and X t be a general algebra for all t P T . If pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over X t for t P T , then the cartesian product " ś tPT pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over ś tPT X t . Proof. Let pF t , A t q be a soft general algebra over X t for all t P T . We have " ś tPT pF t , A t q " pG, Bq, where B " ś tPT A t and Gpxq " ś tPT F t px t q for all x " px t q tPT P B.
Let x " px t q tPT P B. By assumption, F t px t q P SubpX t q for all t P T . It is easy to see that ś tPT F t px t q P Sub p ś tPT X t q. Thus " ś tPT pF t , A t q is a soft general algebra over ś tPT X t . Definition 3.8. A soft general algebra pF, Aq over X is called whole if F pxq " X for all x P A. Definition 3.9. Let X, Y be two similar general algebras and f : X Ñ Y a mapping. If pF, Aq and pG, Bq are soft sets over X and Y , respectively, then pf pF q, Aq is a soft set over Y , where f pF q : A Ñ PpY q is defined by f pF qpxq " f pF pxqq for all x P A, and pf´1pGq, Bq is a soft set over X, where f´1pGq : B Ñ PpXq is defined by f´1pGqpyq " f´1pGpyqq for all y P B.
Theorem 3.10. Let f : X Ñ Y be a homomorphism of similar general algebras X and Y . Then:
(1) if pF, Aq is a soft general algebra over X, then pf pF q, Aq is a soft general algebra over Y ; (2) if pG, Bq is a soft general algebra over Y , then pf´1pGq, Bq is a soft general algebra over X.
Proof.
(1) Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.13 in [8] .
(2) Let y P B. If Gpyq ‰ ∅, then Gpyq is a subalgebra of Y . Hence f´1pGpyqq is a subalgebra of X. Therefore, pf´1pGq, Bq is a soft general algebra over X. (1) if f pXq " Y and pF, Aq is whole, then pf pF q, Aq is a whole soft general algebra over Y ; (2) if Gpyq " f pXq for all y P B, then pf´1pGq, Bq is a whole soft general algebra over X.
Proof. Straightforward.
Definition 3.12. Let pF, Aq and pG, Bq be two soft general algebras over X. Then pF, Aq is called a soft subalgebra of pG, Bq, denoted by pF, Aq r ď pG, Bq, if it satisfies:
Example 3.13. Let pF, Aq be the soft lattice over L given in Example 3.3. Let B " ta, du be a subset of A and let G : B Ñ PpLq be a set-valued function defined by Gpxq " ty P L : x _ y " 1u,
for all x P B. Then Gpaq " tf, 1u and Gpdq " tc, e, f, 1u are sublattices of F paq and F pdq, respectively. Hence pG, Bq is a soft sublattice of pF, Aq.
Theorem 3.14. Let pF, Aq and pG, Bq be two soft general algebras over X. Then pF, Aq is a soft subalgebra of pG, Bq if and only if A Ď B and F pxq Ď Gpxq for all x P A.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.5 in [14] .
Corollary 3.15. Let pF, Aq and pG, Aq be two soft general algebras over X. Then pF, Aq is a soft subalgebra of pG, Aq if and only if F pxq Ď Gpxq for all x P A.
Corollary 3.16. If pF, Aq is a soft general algebra over X, then pF, Aq is a soft subalgebra of pF, Aq.
Theorem 3.17. Let pF, Aq be a soft general algebra over X and let tpG t , A t q : t P T u be a nonempty family of soft subalgebras of pF, Aq. Then:
(1) the extended intersection " X tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of pF, Aq;
[ tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of pF, Aq; (3) the^-intersection " tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of
Ť tPT A t and Gpxq " Ş tPT pxq G t pxq for all x P B, where T pxq " tt P T : x P A t u, that is, " X tPT pG t , A t q " pG, Bq. From Theorem 3.4 (1), we see that pG, Bq is a soft general algebra over X. We have B Ď A, because A t Ď A for all t P T . Let x P B. Then x P A t for some t P T . Since G t pxq Ď F pxq for t P T pxq, we conclude that Gpxq Ď F pxq. By Theorem 3.14, pG, Bq r ď pF, Aq, that is, " X tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of pF, Aq. (2) Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.7 (3) in [6] . tPT pG t , A t q " pG, Bq, and " tPT pF, Aq " pH, A T q. Then Gpxq " Ş tPT G t px t q and Hpxq " Ş tPT F px t q for all x " px t q tPT P B. Obviously, B Ď A T .
Let x " px t q tPT , where x t P A t . Since pG t , A t q r ď pF, Aq, we get G t px t q Ď F px t q. Hence Gpxq "
that is, Gpxq Ď Hpxq for all x P B. By Theorem 3.14, pG, Bq r ď pH, A T q. Thus " tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of " tPT pF, Aq. Theorem 3.18. Let pF, Aq be a soft general algebra over X and let tpG t , A t q : t P T u be a nonempty family of soft subalgebras of pF, Aq such that B :" Ş tPT A t ‰ ∅. If for every x P B, the collection S x " tG t pxq : t P T u is directed, then the restricted union " \ tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of pF, Aq.
Proof. We can write " \ tPT pG t , A t q " pG, Bq, where Gpxq " Ť tPT G t pxq for all x P B. From Theorem 3.5, we see that pG, Bq is a soft general algebra over X. Let t P T . By assumption, G t pxq Ď F pxq for all x P A t . Hence Gpxq " Ť tPT G t pxq Ď F pxq for all x P B. Theorem 3.14 now shows that pG, Bq r ď pF, Aq, that is, " \ tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of pF, Aq.
Theorem 3.19. Let pF, Aq be a soft general algebra over X and let tpG t , A t q : t P T u be a nonempty family of soft subalgebras of pF, Aq. If for every x " px t q tPT P ś tPT A t , the collection S x " tF t px t q : t P T u is directed, then the _-union " _ tPT pG t , A t q is a soft subalgebra of " _ tPT pF, Aq.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.17 (3) (use Theorem 3.6).
Theorem 3.20. Let pF, Aq be a soft general algebra over X. If tpG t , A t q : t P T u is a nonempty family of soft subalgebras of pF, Aq, then the cartesian Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.19 in [8] . Proof. Let pF, Aq r ď pG, Bq. Then A Ď B and F pyq Ď Gpyq for all y P A. By Theorem 3.10, pf´1pF q, Aq and pf´1pGq, Bq are soft general algebras over X. We obtain f´1pF qpyq " f´1pF pyqq Ď f´1pGpyqq " f´1pGqpyq for all y P A. Thus pf´1pF q, Aq r ď pf´1pGq, Bq.
